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STATISTICAL TESTS OF FIT IN ESTIMATION PROBLEMS
FOR STRUCTURED POPULATION MODELING
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Abstract. We present a statistical model of the type of data used in many applica-
tions of least squares estimation techniques to structured population problems. By
viewing the data as a random sample from the size density, we may apply various
statistical goodness of fit tests assess dynamic models for the data. We examine in
particular classical x tests and a Cramer-von Mises test, based on empirical prob-
ability distributions.

1. Introduction. In this paper we examine some sample-theoretic questions associ-
ated with the inverse problem of fitting population data with a parameterized model.
The specific type of problem that motivates this work is in the estimation of growth,
mortality, and fecundity rates, g, n, and k , respectively, in a size structured model
such as the Sinko-Streifer model

vt + {gv)x = -Hv, x0<x<xl,t>0,

with boundary conditions

g{t, xy)v{t, Xj) = 0,

g{t,x0)v(t,x0) = k(t, y)v{t ,y)dy.
Jx0

The function v represents the size density of the population at time t; that is, the
number of individuals having size between a and b at time t is given by

N = f v(t,x)dx.

Many inverse problems involving this model center on determining the parameters
g, n, and k from "histogram" data given by functions H(tj, •) at various times
{/;}"=1. The notation indicates the fact that the data is treated as being known as a
function of x; we have referred to the data as a histogram because it is typically given
as piecewise constant functions constructed from a finite collection of measurements
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of individuals' sizes. An example of such data, for mosquitofish observed at the
University of California, Davis, in an experimental rice field is studied in [BBKW1],
[BF1], and [BVWLKRC], In this setup, the rice field is drained; then the fish fall
into traps and are measured and counted. One can expect a reasonably accurate
observation of the sizes of all the individuals in the population in this case.

In other experimental settings, however, one may not obtain such a complete col-
lection of data. A typical example is that of observing sizes of fish caught in a river,
such as the California Department of Fish and Game's tracking of larval striped
bass in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary [BBKW1], [BBKW2], [L]. One may still
construct size histograms from the data, but it is no longer clear that the entire pop-
ulation has been counted and measured. The question that arises, then, is this: how
do we compare the model and the observed histogram? The model gives numbers for
the population as a whole. While it is certainly possible to estimate the number of
individuals that were not observed, this approach would seem to introduce a difficult-
to-quantify level of uncertainty into the process of determining model parameters.

It is our goal in the present paper to discuss a statistical approach to the modeling
of the observations that incorporates histogram-type data into parameter estimation
in a way that is robust with respect to total population size. By viewing the model
as a probability density (when properly normalized), we may consider the data as
being sampled from the model. We thus combine standard least squares techniques
with nonparametric statistical methods, which may be used for model goodness-of-fit
testing.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we set up our model problem, and
we discuss our modeling of the observations. In Sec. 3, we set up the notation and
assumptions needed for analysis of the statistical tests. We devote Sec. 4 to finding
the asymptotic distribution of statistics related to Pearson's x2 test, which are based
on a fixed histogram "bin size". We study in Sec. 5 questions related to asymptotics of
the parameter estimates as the number of measurements increases while the bin size is
decreased. These asymptotics lead us to a test of fit based on empirical distributions.
The behavior of the empirical distribution and the associated tests in the subject of
Sec. 6.

2. Statistical interpretation of size density data. We take the following as basic
ingredients in our model problem. First, we have a parameterized model function
v(t, X) q), which denotes the time-dependent size density of the population. Sizes
are assumed to occur only in a known range [xQ, x,]. The function v is referred to
as the model function because in many cases it arises as the solution of a differential
equation that models the population. The parameter q is to be determined: all
that is known a priori is that q belongs to a known set Q of possible parameters.
To determine q, we observe sizes of members of the population at chosen times

tm. The measurements taken at time ti are denoted by {£( . The
number £;. j represents the size of the v'th individual measured at time .

As mentioned above, the measurements are often reported in terms of histograms
H(ti, x), which are constructed as follows. We determine a "bin size" h, and we
divide the interval [x0, xx\ into subintervals Jk — \yk , yk+x) of length h . The value
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of H(tt, •) on the subinterval Jk is given by the number of sizes from the collection
N{£ij}j=i > divided by the interval length, h . Thus, when we integrate H(ti, x) over

x e Jk , we get the number of individuals which lie in that subinterval.
The next step in the usual estimation approach (see, for example, [Ba], [BBKW1],

[BF1], [BK]) is to fit the model function to this histogram data, using the following
least squares criterion:

m fx<
= \H{ti,x)-v(ti,x\q)\dx.

i= 1 Jx0

This method presumes that H gives not only the structure but also the total count
of the population.

We take here a somewhat different approach. We begin by defining the normalized
size density

v(t,x\ q)u(t, x\ q) =
/;■ v(t, y; q) dy

Our next step is to take a statistical model for the data. We assume that the histogram
NH(ti, •) has been derived from a sample {£; , which is a random sample from

a probability density function f(tt, •). If the model is a good one, we should expect
that f(t, •)««((,•; q*), for some value q* of the parameter. That is, the normal-
ized density u represents the likelihood of obtaining an observation of a given size.
The actual observations at time ti can then be interpreted as values taken by random
variables Xt X. N , which are independent and identically distributed having
probability density f(ti, •). We may then take this statistical information into ac-
count when fitting the model to the data. Moreover, we now have the possibility of
using statistical tests to assess goodness of fit quantitatively.

This statistical modeling of the data suggests at least two possible approaches to
deriving estimates of the parameter q, the most obvious choice being maximum
likelihood. If, additionally, we assume the samples at each time are (stochastically)
independent, we may write the likelihood function t{q\£) of the sample £ = {£. ■} :

Ni

i{q\Q = Zi.r ^)-
i=lj=l

The maximum likelihood estimator is obtained, of course, by maximizing this expres-
sion with respect to q . Combining maximum likelihood with differential equation
models for densities is an idea that has been considered in many other works (see [S]
for a pharmacokinetics example).

Another approach, which is closely related to the above-mentioned least squares
criterion, involves nonparametric density estimation. Here we scale the histogram
H(tt, •) by the number of individuals observed; that is, we set u(ti, x) = H(ti, x)/Nj.
One can view this function as an estimator for the density f(ti, •). We may then
incorporate the density estimate into a "normalized" least squares cost functional,
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such as
m [X> 2

= \u{ti,x)-u{ti,x\q)\dx.
i= 1 Jxo

This cost functional avoids the scaling problem associated with lack of knowledge of
the total count *or the population.

A major benefit of the statistical approach is the availability of tests of fit. We dis-
cuss below variants of Pearson's x test, which are based on approximations of the
probability distribution of scaled versions of the cost J evaluated at its minimizer.
With such a probability distribution in hand, one may test whether or not a com-
puted residual is statistically significant. We also develop asymptotic distributions
for Cramer-von Mises tests, which use empirical distributions rather than densities.

In the next section, we set up some notation, and we lay out the assumptions we
need in order to analyze the parameter estimates and model fit.

3. Notation and assumptions. We begin by constructing the histogram estimator
of the density. Given a positive number h , we partition the interval [x0, xx ] into
Mh disjoint subintervals Jk — \yk_x ,yk), with yk = x0 + kh , with hMh — x, - x0
(and JM = [yM _{, yMV> • The histogram density estimator u(ti, x) is defined by

, Mh N,

' k—l j=1

Here IA denotes the indicator function for the set A: IA(x) = 1 if x e A, and
IA(x) = 0 if x £ A . The above definition just gives the proportion of the sample
at time that lies in Jk , divided by the subinterval length. As mentioned in the
previous section, division by h scales the histogram so that integration yields proba-
bility. In order to proceed, we shall need some assumptions concerning the data and
the model. These assumptions are given below.

(D) The families of random variables {Xt { , Xi N}™=1 are independent in i.
For each i, the random variables X Xt N are independent and identically
distributed, with density /(/,-, •) > which is bounded uniformly in x and tr The
observed data {{^ y-}^Lj}" , are values taken by the above random variables.

(M) The model function u{t, x; q) is, for each / > 0 and q € Q, a probabil-
ity density function (ofx) which is supported on the finite interval [x0, xj. The
parameter set Q is a compact subset of . The mapping q u(t, •; q) is twice
continuously differentiate from Q to L (x0, x,) and is uniformly bounded over
(x0, Xj) x Q, for each t.

(H) There is a unique parameter q* e Int(Q) such that f{ti, •) = u{t{, -;q*),
1 < i < m .

We use throughout the notation JV = (N] , ... , Nm) to denote the number of
observations at the fixed times tx, ... , tm . We also set N = Nl-\ h .

The assumptions (D) and (M) are of course the properties we require of the data
and the model, respectively. The underlying probability space for the random vari-
ables will be denoted (Q, , P). The assumption (H) represents the hypothesis that
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we wish to test; that is, we are interested in determining whether or not the model
generated that data.

To facilitate the analysis, we need some notation. We put H = L (x0, x,), and
we denote by (•, •) and || • || the standard inner product and norm in H. We set
tp^\x) = Ij (x)/Vh . Note that these functions form an orthonormal set in H, for
each fixed value of h . We denote by Ph the orthogonal projection from H onto the
subspace spanned by {(p, which we denote by Hh . We write f(tt), u(tj; q),
and m(^) when we are referring to /(*,-, •), u(tt, -\q), and u(tj, •) as functions
belonging to H. We remark that, if g e H, we have Phg —► g in H, and that
Phg(x) —* g(x) for almost every x e [x0, x,], with respect to Lebesgue measure
(see [DS, pp. 214 and 297]). We do not distinguish linear operators on Hh from
their matrix representations, which are given in terms of the basis. For example, if
A is a linear operator on Hh , we write Akl = ((p, Acp\h)).

It will be convenient for our purposes to write the histogram in terms of the
orthonormal functions ip{h) ■

Mh ( Nt \

With this form, we may examine wA(/() as a random vector (taking values in Hh =
) which is an average of independent, identically distributed random vectors. A

straightforward calculation shows that the mean of this random vector is Phf(tj):

m.

k=1

1 Mh r
E <p{k' Js /('< >y)dy = V('.-)>

N. / . M,

w,)] = ̂ E £3EA«j)|=V(',)-
j=1 y v k=1

We shall also need the covariance:
V''h — E
yki -n

f(t,,y)dy \ (j^f(tny)dy

= Sk\E[ljSXiJ)}-\^jKti,y)dy^

= \5u I /(<«•> y) dy - \ U ' y)
K',h = CovWi)) = ±-vi;h.
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We begin the analysis of the least squares problem by studying the behavior of the
cost functional

h m rx i
JAv) I'*) - V; »*; 9)1 ̂

i=l
m

= SlIW-W,-;9)ll2-- w,-; 9;f'2
(=i

This cost functional is slightly different from the more commonly used
m

/ x ii-/. \ /. m.2^(«) = Enfi(09)f;i=i
however, the analysis for 7 requires extra smoothness (with respect to x) on the
model function.

h h *We denote by q — qjr a minimizer of JA- over Q. We denote by J the
deterministic least squares cost:

m

ii/if/i-wu,; <vi'2
i= 1

In some cases below we shall be interested in the deterministic cost for the projected
problem:

m
i.2^(9) = £ uv(',-)-W; 9)ii

i=l

Below, we use the notation " to denote weak convergence of probability mea-
sures (that is, convergence in distribution). We denote by N(fi, C) a normally
distributed random vector with mean // and covariance C .

4. Fixed bin size and x tests. In this section we examine a goodness-of-fit test
which resembles the classical x2 test of Pearson (see Chapter 30 of [KS] and the
references therein). This test, which is relatively simple to apply, is based on asymp-
totic arguments, letting the number of measurements increase while the bin size h
remains constant. The purpose of the test is to determine statistically if the model fits
the observed data. The test statistics we discuss below can be thought of as measures
of the "distance from the model to the data".

h hUnder the assumption (M), we have the existence of a minimizer 9 = 9> of
2over Q. The classical approach to the x test is to form the statistic

m M"~l /Ni(u(ti,yk)-Phu(ti,yk-,q)\2

i=l k=0 s/NiPhu{ti ,yk-q)

This random variable is asymptotically x2 if 9 is replaced by q*. Our goal in this
section is to find the asymptotic distribution under the assumptions laid out above.
We begin with the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Assume that (D), (M), and (H) hold, and assume that, for h sufficiently
small, Jfr(q) has a unique minimizer over Q at q*. Then, for fixed h sufficiently

h *small, —> q , with probability one, as yf —> oo.
Proof. First, we recall that

Ni ( Mh \

»(':■) = at E bj E V«,> •
as Nt —► oo, with probability one by Khintchine's law of large numbers (see [Bil,
p. 250]). Thus, J^{q) —► J^{q), uniformly in q. Hence, the minimizers must
converge, and we have q —> q*, with probability one, as desired. □

To obtain an asymptotic distribution for X and related statistics, we first use the
central limit theorem on w(f.). We begin by defining the random vectors

Yt = u(f.) - Phu(ti, q) and Z( = u{tt) - Phu(ti, q*).
We "stack" these vectors of length Mh into vectors Y and Z of length mMh .

hGiven positive numbers at, am, we define the matrix F asa block diagonal
i h hmMhx mMh matrix, having blocks a( F ' . Let V denote a block diagonal matrix

i hwith blocks V ' . Next, we set

k=(«■[". .
and we define the mMh x mMh matrix A by

7=1
Lemma 4.2. Assume that (D), (M), and (H) hold, and assume that, for h sufficiently
small, Jfr{q) has a unique minimizer over Q (which by (H) must be at q*). Then,
for fixed h sufficiently small,

f^N(0, (I + A)Vah(I + A)T),
when JV —* oo in such a way that Nt/N = NJ(Nl + N2 H 1- Nm) —> al > 0.

Proof. We first note that
- Phu(t,, q) = u{tt) - Phu(t,, q*) + Phu(tt ■ q*) - Phu(tj, q)

= «(',) - Phu{ti ,g*) + dI>hUQq ' ^ {q* - q)

(4.1)
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where q and q are vectors having components between those of q and q*. Next,
we note that the argument of Lemma 4.1 gives us that

dPhu{tr,q) dPhu(tr,q*)
dq dq

and that
d2Jh^{q) d2rh{q*)

dq2 ^ dq2
as jV —» oo. We now define random vectors

Yt = - Phu(ti, q) and Z( = «(*,.) - J>AM(f., q*).

The calculation (4.1) reduces to the following identity:

W|_2g5gdj> (z,. dP""%*',T) : («)

h hhence, we may write 7 = (I + A^Z , where the matrix A^ is defined by the last
term of (4.2).

The asymptotic normality then stems from the central limit theorem, applied to
Z: note that

N:

z> = m / u(t,,x;q')dx
' \k= i 7=1 •/y* ;

which is a sum of independent, identically distributed random variables with covari-
ance Vl'h/Nj. Moreover, {Z(}™, are independent. Hence, %/TVZ A^(0,Fa).

hSince also A^ ^ with probability one, Slutsky's theorem then gives us that

^NY^N(0, (/ + ^)FA(/ + ^)T),

as desired. □
Next, we define Ci to be a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal entries are

1 y* ;0»
and let C be the block diagonal matrix with blocks C;. The following result gives
us the distribution of two possible test statistics to use for goodness-of-fit questions.

Theorem 4.3. Assume that (D), (M), and (H) hold, and assume that, for h suffi-
ciently small, J^{q) has a unique minimizer over Q. Then, for fixed h sufficiently
small,

N\Y\2 ®STS and X2 3 WT W,

where S is distributed N(0, (I+A)V^(I+A)J), and W is distributed N(0, Cl/2(/+
A)Vh(I + A)rCi/2), when yF —► oo in such a way that NJN —> a(. > 0 .
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2Proof. The proof follows directly from the above lemmas. Note that ,/V|Y| tends
(by Theorem 5.1 of [Bi2, p. 30]) in distribution to STS. For the statistic X2, we
note that

;=1 '

where Ci is a diagonal matrix with entries 1/^/Phu(ti, yk ; q). Note that C( —► C(
almost surely, as JV —» oo. Slutsky's theorem with the previous lemma gives us that
X2®WTW. □

To use either of these tests requires the following steps.
1. Compute the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the normal random vector

associated with the asymptotic quadratic form of interest. We denote this quadratic
form by F.

2. Compute the characteristic function

mMh

<t>(t) = E(e"F) = nO-2*,')-172
i=i

of the limiting quadratic form F . Here {AJ is the set of eigenvalues of the covari-
ance.

3. Compute the inverse Fourier transform of </>(-t) to obtain the density of the
form F.

Once we have the density, we compute P-values and thresholds associated with
testing the hypothesis. The idea, of course, is that if the quadratic form is large, then
the model is not fitting the data well. The difference between the two quadratic forms
is in the scaling matrix C. The statistic |7|2 is a simple measure of the L2 distance
between the histogram and the model density, while the statistic X2 is a weighted
L distance, and the weight is chosen to provide a relative difference. We remark
that X is more commonly used in general statistical settings. In future studies we
plan to undertake a comprehensive comparison of these two statistics together with
those discussed in Sec. 6 below.

5. Large sample theory for parameter estimates. In this section it is our goal to
study consistency and asymptotic normality results for estimators determined by
least squares. These results give us specific convergence information on parameter
estimators as we increase the number of observations while decreasing the bin size.
The following theorem gives us a consistency result for least squares estimators.

Theorem 5.1. Assume that (D) and (M) hold, and suppose that h = —* 0, as
-> oo, slowly enough that log{Ni)/hNj —> 0. Then Jhv(q) —> J*{q), uniformly in

q, with probability one. If (H) also holds, then q —> q* with probability one.
Proof. We note first that Lemma 2.3.3 of [PR] gives us that

(Xn)2m
E[exp(^(M(r(., x) - Phf{tl, *)))] < exp ^ ,
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where X'N = (Nth log7V;.)^2, and M is a bound for f(ti, x). Next, we set nN —
41og(Ar/), and we note that, as in Lemma 2.3.4 of [PR], if e > 0, we have from
Chebyshev's inequality

P[u(f., x) - Phf{ti, x) > (e + fiN)/l'N.]

^ ( (4/^ 1<exp +

Next, we note that, since w(f(.) and Phf{ti) are piecewise constant on the AfA inter-
vals {7^.}, we have

sup (u(ti, x) - phf(ti, x)) > (e + nN )/X'N

<Mh/(N?eE)<C/N>,
for some constant C, since hN( —> oo.

We now note that (e + )/A^ —> 0, as TV. —► oo, so that, given d > 0, we have
that

Ef
N, = 1

Using a similar argument, we obtain
OO

Ep

sup (u{tl, x) - Phf(ti ,x))>S
l*o'x\]

Nt = 1

The Borel-Cantelli lemma gives us that

sup (u(ti, x) - Phf{ti, x)) < -S
[x0,xx]

< OO .

< oo.

Jim sup |u{ti, x) - Phf{ti, x)| = 0 = 1

since f{tt) is bounded and supported on [x0, x,].
To connect this result to the least squares cost, we note that Phf(tj) —> /(<,) in

H = L (x0, Xj). Thus, we have

Jim ||fi(',-)-/(*;)ll = 0 = 1

by the triangle inequality, and the fact that uniform convergence of bounded func-
tions on a set of finite measure implies L convergence. Since ||w(/;) - /(*•)|| —> 0
with probability one, independently of q, the cost functional result follows.

Assuming that (H) holds, we have that

m fX' * 2
J\q) = I u((i ,x\q) | dx,

i= 1 Jxo

and that this functional has a unique minimizer, which is q* . Since Q is a compact
set, any subsequence of minimizers {q} has a further subsequence that is convergent.
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The uniform convergence of Jhr to J* guarantees that any convergent subsequence
of {q} must in fact converge to the minimizer q* of J*. Hence, every subsequence
has a subsequence that converges to q*, which implies q —► q* . This convergence
holds with probability one, from the convergence of the cost functionals. □

We remark here that under (D) and (M), we may also obtain convergence results
for the derivatives of the cost functional. In particular, we have that

j^jW u{ti) ~ Phu{ti \ q)\f

= -2 f '(u{ti, x)-Phu{ti,x\q))
Jxo y

->-2 f \f(ti,x)-u(ti,x;q)) g^

dPhu{tt,x\q) ^

Mt11x1qldx

uniformly in q, with probability one. Likewise, for the second derivative we have

d2
—^\\u(ti,x)-Phu(ti,x;q)\\2
dq

fx< dPhu(ti-q)TdPhu(ti-,q)
JXq dq dq

-2 f , x) - Phu{ti ,x-q))d P*U^'2 X,q"> dx
Jx0 dq

^ 2 du{ti\ q)T du(tj; q) ^
^ Jx0 dq dq

- - 2 f \f(tt,x) - u{tj,x] q))9 fa
Jx0 dq

uniformly, with probability one. We will need these facts later.
Our next problem will be to obtain an asymptotic distribution for the estimator

hq = q r . The difficulties here arise from letting h —► 0. To proceed, we shall need
asymptotic information on the variance, which will allow us to use the central limit
theorem. We begin by extending the matrix V''h to an operator on ^'h on H:

Mh Mh
*ri'hv= iZT,vuh(V'>Vih))Vk)

k=\ 1=1

MhMh. .

= EEfc-sW.ff) - (/«,). rfmt,), »>!">) (?!", fwT-
k= 1 1=1 V Vtl 7

• L

Note, of course, that the range of y ' lies in Hh .
The behavior of these operators, as /z —> 0, is at the heart of our central limit

theorem. We define "V1y/(x) = f(ti, x)y/(x), which, under (D), is a bounded linear
operator on H = L2(x0, Xj). Our next step is the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.2. Assume that (D) holds. Then 'V1 is the strong limit of yl,h , as h —> 0.
ri'h nnA oryi,hProof. We first define the operators 2^" ' and 2^ ' by

VW yt=l
Mh

K v = ~ 5Z xi </(';)> vf) </('/)» 9»l*))(9»r). v)??'-
k=\

A.
h,„_ ^2^2'f,iX

k= 1 /=1

We have that^''A = . We will show that 2^"''* —► 2^' strongly, and
that 2^''A —► 0 strongly. We first note that

Mh Mh

phf(ti)(x)phy/(x)= J2J2(<p{kh), Wi))^, ¥)<p^\x)(p\h\x)
k= 1 /=!
Mh Mh

= J2J2(<Pk]' /(ox?!*' > v)-7=ski<p{kh)(x)
k= 1 /=1 V"

1= = ̂ ''Vw •
^=1

Since Phf{tt) —> /(?() for almost every x, and since supx |PA/(r()(x)| <
supt |/(f,-, x)|, we have by the dominated convergence theorem that Phjf(ti)y/ —>
fit^y/ in H, for every y/ £ H. Moreover, Phy/ —> <//, for every y/ £ II, so that

^'•v = rhf{^Phv -> /(*> =
in //. It remains to show that 2^''h y/ —► 0. We have

W= -EEW/)' <P{kH)){f(ti), <P(ih)){<P[ih), v)<Pk]
k= 1 /=1

Mh Mh

= - 5Z</('/). ffw><f?}' v> 5I(/('/) >
/=1 fc=l

= £</(',).«»! ))^1}'i=i
Note that, by the Cauchy-Schwarz and Bessel inequalities, we have

Mh

Ek/(0,^)><9»!*),v>i< 11/(0i=i
and since VhWPh y/ —► 0, we have

2^' 'V -♦ 0
for each y/ e H, and the lemma is proved. □
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Note that the operator 'V1 is a "diagonal" operator, implying that if it were the
covariance operator of a random process in L2(x0, x,), that process would essen-
tially be a white noise process. Thus we cannot expect convergence in distribution
of the processes in H = L . However, we can obtain a weaker result that will be
enough for our purposes. Suppose y/ e H. If Xh is an Hh-valued random vector
distributed N(0, ^l,h), then (y/, Xh) is a real-valued random variable distributed
N(0, (<//, 2^'^V)) • Note that Lemma 5.2 gives us that (y/, ^l'hy/) -* (y/, "Vly/),
so that (y/, Xh) ^ Y, as h —> 0, where Y is distributed N(0, (y/, 'V'y/)). Our
next step is to develop a central limit theorem for such inner products involving the
histogram estimator.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose that (D), (M), and (H) hold, and that 1 < i < m. Let g e H.
Then,

yjNi{u{ti,x)-Phu(ti,x\ q*), g) ® N{0, {g, Tlg)),

when Nt —> oo and h —> 0 in such a way that hNj —> oo.
Proof. We first note that

Nj{u{ti,x)-Phu(ti,x;q*), g)

= (§ (tESiEw)■ (II
Ni I Mh / \ \

where u* k = {<p^, u(ti; q*)). We have now a sum of independent, identically dis-
tributed, zero-mean random variables. Since the distribution of the random variables
depends on h , which is tending to 0 as Nt—* oo, we will need to verify Lindeberg's
condition for a central limit result (see, for example, [Bil, p. 310]). Toward that
end, we define

^ - (| (jfWJ-l,) •
As we remarked above, for fixed JV. the random variables are independent and iden-
tically distributed, with mean 0. We set p2N = E[Y^ ,] and s2N = Ntp2N . Note
that

P^KPbg^'bp^^Kg^g),
as N{: oo . The Lindeberg condition, then, is that

N-—*oo oi Llim -4- I Y2N XdP = 0
PN. -/[ir*,, ,!>«*,]
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for every e > 0. To proceed, we suppose that (g, "V1 g) > 0. To verify the Lin-
deberg condition, we suppose that we are given e > 0, and we examine /^[| 5^
es^]. We first note that, for each co e Q., there exists kQ = k0(a>) such that
Xt j (oj) e Jk . Then we notice that

Y2 =",.i

<

/ i \

"^h / * \
(h)

k= 1

Mh , 2
= «*ii

Ml2

1
—7= - u,
Vh 1

2

2+EK/|iw2.
k^k0

£ Ij + EK./I Ml2.
2which gives us a uniform bound on { . Moreover, we see that

i + EK,/) iisii2>e252 2"V,
k=\

Mh e2n2
o 1 + h V* |m* fc|2 > /?7V -y .

tr '■* " 'ikii2
Since —> (g, 2^'g) > 0 and \u* J2 - Wu(li' "?*)l|2 < °o, the second in-
equality must be reversed, for Nt sufficiently large. Thus, we have that

P[\YN A\ >65^ = 0

for Ni sufficiently large, so that the Lindeberg condition is satisfied.
In case {g ,cVlg) = 0, we note that

Var

and we have the desired result. □

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that (D), (M), and (H) hold, and that we take a sequence of
observations of size JVS = (N[, Ns2, ... , Nsm) with Ns = J2i N* —> oc as 5 —> oo in
such a way that N*/Ns —* a. > 0. We also take a sequence of bin sizes hs —> 0 in
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such a way that hsN* —> oo and log(N*) / (hs N*) —* 0, and suppose that the quantity

A fx'du{ti,x;q*)Tdu{ti,x-,q*)

is positive definite. Then,

y/W(q-q*)-^N( 0,(T2)

as 5 —» co, where
m

°2 = T,aiS~lwis~l,
i= 1

and where FP' = 4{du(ti; q*)/dq, !Vldu{ti; q*)/dq).
Proof. We begin by differentiating the cost functional:

djW)
dq

1=1 Ao

= - 2 jr f '(&(*, , x) - Phu(ti, x; q*))dPkU^'' X' g ^ dx
»= 1

- -2Y,{u{ti)-Phu{ti-q ),Ph ^^ .

We note that from Lemma 5.3 and our assumptions we have

-2^(u^-P.uitr, Q*),PhdU{^'qq ^ *(0, ^)-

Our only obstacle in obtaining asymptotic normality for the differentiated cost is
that the terms need to be multiplied by different N('s. From our hypotheses, we have
the sequence {N*}^, which satisfies N- —> oo and /iV* —► a(. > 0 as s —► oo.
Then we have that

^dJ^ = -l^f^lu^-P.u^-q*)^,- du(ti; q* Y
dq

m JK du(tj;q*)

i=i

We remark that the interchange of " —» " with the sum is allowed because the obser-
vations at each time are assumed in (D) to be independent of those at other times.

Now we have from Taylor's theorem that

^aAm. = +w _ ,•),
dq dq dq2

where the components of the vector q lie between the corresponding components
of q and q*. Since q -+ q* with probability one, we also have q —> q* with
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probability one. Next, we note that, because q* is in the interior of Q, we have that
q is "eventually" in the interior; that is, P[<? e Int((2)] —> 1 as 5 —► oo . Since q is a

hminimizer of J , we havejr'
r—d.Ih,(n\

> P[q e Int((2)] - ldq
as 5 —+ oo . Recall that

a1
-J\\u(ti,x)-Phu{ti,x;q)\\dq<

= 2fJ

dPhu(ti-q)TdPhu(ti-q)
8q dq

2.

dq
T

dq dq
2.

2 1 if Ml,-.1)^

-2 I (ult., x) - Phul!t ,x\q))~
Jxn da

f Jx0

-2 f ' (/(<,, x) - u(ti ,x-q))9
Jx0 dq

= 2 fx' du(tj; q)T du(ti; q)
JXo dq dq

-if \u{ti,x;q*) - u(tt,x;q))d ' *' ^ dx,
x0 dq

with probability one, with the last equality holding under (H). Hence, d2Jhrs/dq2 —►
d2J*/dq2 uniformly. Thus, d2J^s(q)/'dq2 converges to d2 J*{q*)/dq2 with proba-
bility one. Note that, under (H), we have d2J*(q*)/dq2 — ̂  . Also, since d2J*(q*)/
dq2 is positive definite, [d2Jhrs(q)/dq2)~{ exists and converges to (d2J*(q*)/dq2)"1,
almost surely. Thus we have

{d2Jh^{q)ldq2yX - (d2J*{q*)/dq2)~l

with probability one. By Slutsky's theorem (see for example [Bi2, p. 31]), we then
obtain

v/TM - ,•) = -sfW " d-^p N (o, ±y'V>-') ,

as desired. □

6. The empirical process and tests of fit. In this section, we are interested in
deriving a different goodness-of-fit test for our model. The test we develop, which
is closely related to the Cramer-von Mises test, depends on empirical distributions,
rather than densities, constructed from the data. These tests are generally appropriate
when the full collection of data {£. .} is available.
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We begin with some notation. We let U denote the parametric distribution func-
tion for the data: U(t,x;q) = f* u(t, £; q) d£. Under the hypothesis (H), we have
that there is a unique q* such that U(ti, x; q*) is the distribution function for the
data at time tt. We define the transformed data U by

UiJ = U(ti,Xij,4)= [X'Ju(t,Z-,q)d$. (6.1)
Jxo

Note that, under (D) and (H), we have that {U{ti, Xi .; q*): 1 < i < m, 1 < j <
N{} are independent random variables that are uniformly distributed on [0, 1], We
denote by FN{ti,y) the proportion of the time data satisfying Ui j < y, and we
let F(y) denote the proportion of the combined transformed data that is no greater
than y . These functions are given by the following:

N,
F»,'Sli' Aj<y]'

' 7 = 1

1 m N- ~

Fjr(y) = Jf ^[U, j<y] = X] ~NFNl(ti' ■
ij i=l

Recall that JV — (TV,, N2, , Nm) and N = N{ + N2 + • • • + Nm . We next scale
these processes to obtain our goodness-of-fit statistics. We put

ZN(ti, y) = yJrNi{FN(ti ,y)-y)..
m [N~.~ (6.2)

z^(y) = v^(/v(y) -y) = J2 yjtWi> y) ■i=i
These processes compare the empirical distribution of the transformed data Ui ; to
the uniform distribution function. Before we proceed to our main theorem for the
asymptotic distribution of these processes, we need a little more notation. We set

FN,^i' = jv E hv- ,<y]'
' j= 1

1 m N.

Fyr(y) = hu;j<y] = ~tfFNi(ti' y)'
i,j ' i=l

where U* . = U(tt, Xt .; q"). The processes Z*N (tt, y) and Z*r(y) are defined in
an analogous manner. Next, we set

xt{y, q) = inf{x: U(ti,x\ q)=y},
9i{y) = U{ti,xi(y,q);q*).

The regularity of these processes is important in the arguments below. We shall make
use of the following model regularity assumption.

(MR) The functions
(y,q)~ U(ti,xj(y,q),q)
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and
{y,q)*~* dU{ti,xi{y,q),q)/dq

are continuous functions of y and q at q = q*.
Note that all of the functions defined above are functions of y e [0, 1]. We view

them as random elements of the metric space Z)[0, 1] of right-continuous functions
having left-hand limits. The metric here is the Skorohod metric. The theory of
random functions in D can be found in [Bi2] or [EK], and it has been applied
successfully to empirical distribution problems by many authors (see in particular
[SW] and [D]). Our first result is a minor adjustment to Lemma 1 to [D],

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that (D), (M), (H), and (MR) hold. Then

Ei=i 0

in D[0, 1], in probability, as JV —> oo and h —> 0 in such a way that hNj —> oo,
log(N°)/hsN° 0, NJN -» a,. > 0 .

Proof. First, we note that y = U(tt, xt(y, q)\ q), for every q £ Q. Then, we
have

\9tiy)-y\ = \U{tt, xt{y, q)\ q*) - U(ti, xt(y, q)-q)\
rx,(y >4)

< / Iu(ti, x;q)~ u(ti, x-q )|dx
Jxo
fx>

< / Iuit^x- q) - «(?, , x; q )| dx
Jxo

< y/xl - X0 \\u(ti; q) - U(ti; ?*)||,

so that yt(y) —> y uniformly on [0, 1], in probability. Next, we note that the
processes {Z*N {ti, -)}/=i are independent, by (D).

The argument in Lemma 1 of [D] then gives us that

(z;,c, z;_«m ,•), ?  w°,y y),

where Y denotes the deterministic "identity" process 7(y)=>,,and (W7,0,..., W®)
is a vector process of m independent Brownian bridges. As in [D], we use a result
in [Bi2] (see Corollary 1, p. 31), to obtain

<z; (<,, y,) - z;, (I,, Y),..., z;_«„, ym) - z;_(<„, y» A o.

Appealing once more to the same result of [Bi2], we have that

9!E
(=1

$(Z;{ti,.)-Z'N{ti,yl,(•))) 0,

and convergence in distribution to a deterministic limit implies convergence in prob-
ability to that limit; so we have the stated result. □
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Our next step toward a limiting distribution for the statistic is to relate it to
. We begin by noting that U* . < yt{y) if and only if X . < xt{y, q*), which

holds if and only if

UtJ = U{ti, xt j; q) < U(ti, x^y ,q)',q) = y,
so that

Kit,, y^y)) = FNj(ti, y).
Thus, we have

m rjr — ^

1=1

m [n~. /—
= E v " y)

m f -KT

E V at ' WH + ~ y));j=i
so to identify the limit we must find the joint distribution of the two processes in
this sum. The behavior of the first term by itself is handled by the previous lemma.
We next consider the j>- term

-J={yi(y)-y) = q*) - U(tl, xt{y,q),q)

dU(ti,xi(y,q),q) N ^
dq ^Nt[q q)'

where the components of q lie between those of q and q .
Under the assumption (MR), we have that

dU{ti,xi{y,q),q) dU{ti,xi{y, g*),g*)
dq dq

uniformly in y, with probability one, so that the asymptotic distribution of yt is
tied to that of the parameter estimate q . Below we shall use the notation e^-(y) to
denote a generic process in £>[0, 1] that tends to 0 in probability, as yf —► oo. Its
actual value may change from equation to equation. We have

N ... , , N dU(ti,xi(y,q*),q*) *
--<ytiy)-y) = -7w —^ to -Q) + ̂ (y)\fN~i V", d«

ai/(<<,x,.(y,0,0 N (d2J^(q*)\ ' dJ^(g')
dQ s/N~t \ dq2 I dq— I *n + eAy)

-i
N (d2jjr{q*)'

dq dq2 )

™ / * du{t,;q*)\
* E (Wj) - pAlj ><*)>ph —jra—) + eAy) ■

7=1
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We next set
M,̂ / 1 \ /

where ujk - Phu(tj; q*){x), x e Jk , and

W ndu(tj,q*y
h dq

Then, we recall that

A/ * du{tnq*)\
Y,^tj)-Phu{tj-q),Ph^

y= 1 J 1=1 \k= 1

m J ^ ,

= EjrE«X/>-
7 = 1 J 1= 1

Thus, we have

^.oo = E v iv (z*.('<' ^(3;)) +
/= l
m r~jy~

= E v # (zi(r'' y) + _?)) +
Z=1
m

= H ' J') + "/V^O^OO - y) + e^(y)
Z=1

m
= 2«,-

z=l

A'.

* at/(^JCJ.(y,9*);0T <r-1

£<* gi ^

1 J h'E-RfEs'^-ji+vw.
«vVS

so that
m / , ^ \

z„w = E I (*,.,> I «»• (t)
To determine the asymptotic behavior of this process, we may disregard the term

£jr(y), and concentrate on the sum. Moreover, the sum is a sum of independent
processes, under (D), so that we may examine each term separately. We then study
weak convergence of these processes, following the approach of [D], Our problem
has some subtle differences from the problem discussed in [D], which we shall point
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out in the proof below. Before we get to the theorem, we need some more notation.
We set

*\T

and
R, = {du(ti; q^/dq^'du^qy/dq),

u f \ fx^-^du(titx-,q*) ,tHf(y) = J  ^ u(tj ,x;q )dx

, fx> du(ti, x; q*) »~xi{y,q)J   u(ti, x; q )dx.

Theorem 6.2. Assume that (D), (M), (H), and (MR) hold. Then, for each i,

ZA) — w
in Z)[0, 1], where yT —> oo and h —► 0 in such a way that hNt —» oo and NJN —»
al > 0, and where W is a zero mean Gaussian process whose covariance is given by

m

E[W{u)W(v)] = y^(ai(min(M, v) - uv) + A(u)Ht(v)
'=1 (6.3)

+ A(v)H.(u)—A{u)RiA{v)T).
' ai '

Proof. From Theorem 15.5 of [Bi2], we will have the stated convergence if we show
that the finite-dimensional distributions converge and that the sequence of processes
is tight. The tightness argument is almost identical to that of [D], and so we omit it.
We begin by examining finite-dimensional distributions. In a sense, this is the crucial
step, because it is at this point that we find the appropriate limiting covariance. This
step is also similar to that of [D], but it does have some differences. In particular,
the second term in the last line of (f) must be examined in a different way because

hof the nature of the function gi .
Let K be a positive integer, and let 0 < yx < y2 < ■ ■ ■ < yK < 1 be given. For

each i, we will show that the finite-dimensional distributions converge; that is,

' *?<*«./>'

v®7z; c, • fK) + AlyJ-hr *?(*,./>' V ' J

First, we define

4iX)={'y~
1 -yk, if U(ti, x; q ) <yk,
yk, if U{ti,x;q*)>yk,

and we set d'kl = d'k(Xjl) We note that E[d'kl] — 0, Cov(d'kl, d^) = min(^fc, yk,) -
ykykl, and that

1 N> ■
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Now, we set

i = v5J4/+^)^TO/v5J.
and we note that

1 Nl i

Ni ̂ i ' J'fc) = "Trr + £V,W •
V^i ,=1

Again, we have that E[c^] = 0, and direct computations yield

ckk• = Cov(c'ki, c'k,,)

= Q,-(min(^ ,yk,) - ykyk.) + A{yk)E[d'k,lghi(Xa)\

+ A(yk.) E[<^f(Xi7)] + l^(yfcl) Cov(gf(X,7))^(j;fc)Tai

= a.(min(yfc , - y^,) + A{yk)Hi (yk,)

+ A(yk,)H*(yk) + ±-A(yk,) Cav(g^Xu))A(ykf,
/

where
, rx,{y\i~) .
(y) = / £, (*)«(*,-,*; q )dx.

Jx0

To obtain the stated result, we show first that the covariances converge to the desired
limit, and second that the limit is a normal random vector. We have that

Cov(*?(*„» - ;

so by Lemma 3.2 we have the correct limit for the last term. Next, we note that

< ■v) = (| (tjV ~ "■') ■<")

Mh /

= E (^/W ' ' V)) ( ̂
1=1 \

(h) n du(tj , q*)
dq

/ du(tj,q*)\ / , du(ti,q*)\= (^>'*-£—)-(W;«).

/ du(tj,q*)\ / du(tj,q*)\
-c",sV'^-/ \ /

as h —> 0. Setting

V'M =I[xa,xi(yk (*)«(',.*;«*)

gives the correct limit covariance for the terms.
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To establish that the limit random vector is normally distributed, we note that the
random vectors ct = (c'u, , cKl), I < / < jV , are independent, zero mean random

i h ivectors with covariance C ' , which converges to C as h —» 0. A straightforward
application of Lindeberg's central limit theorem gives us the desired result. □

Finally, we consider the goodness-of-fit statistic

<= t \Z^{y)\2dy,
Jo

which is based on the classical Cramer-von Mises statistic (see, for example [SW]).
As in Theorem 4.3, we appeal to Theorem 5.1 of [Bi2] to obtain the following result.

Theorem 6.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.2 hold. Then
• i

\ w\y)dy>
J 0/ 0

where W is a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance given by (6.3). □
We close this section with a description of how one might use Theorem 6.3 to test

for goodness of fit of a structured model.
1. Transform the data as in (6.1).
2. Compute as in (6.2).
3. Compute W2^.
4. Compute the eigenvalues of the covariance kernel given in (6.3).
5. Compute the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function

OO

v(t) = H(i-2alt)-l/2,
1= 1

to obtain the probability density of f0' W2(y) dy .
This approach has been applied in similar situations (see [SW, p. 212]). We remark

that several approximations have to be made in this procedure. First, the covariance
depends on the unknown parameter. One might plug in the least squares estimator.
Second, the covariance will have an infinite number of eigenvalues. Third, these
eigenvalues must be found numerically. The density obtained, then, from the above
procedure must be regarded as approximate.

7. Conclusions. We have presented in this paper an alternate approach to least
squares estimation in structured population applications. The usual histogram data
is scaled to obtain a nonparametric estimate of the density of the population. Scaling
the structured model leads to a postulated parametric density, which can then be
compared to the nonparametric estimate through adaptations of classical statistical
goodness-of-fit tests.

It is important to note that we have not considered the impact of approximating
the parametric model density. Such approximations are necessary in the many ap-
plications in which the model density arises from a differential equation. We plan
in future studies to tackle this problem. We would expect the results of the present
paper to remain valid for many of the usual approximation schemes (see [BF2] for
similar approximation results in nonlinear regression situations).
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We should also point out that the above statistical theory could be adapted to other
forms of data representation. In particular, a commonly used nonparametric density
estimation approach, based on kernels (see, e.g., [PR]), would be employed, and we
would expect to obtain theorems of a very similar nature.
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